CAE Research Project Meeting Minutes

6/6/2022

- Participants
  - Dr. Waleed Farag (PI)
  - Dr. Soundararajan Ezekiel (Co-PI)
  - Dr. Xinwen Wu
  - Emily Himes
  - Zaryn Good

- Meeting started at 12:00 pm.
- Unanimously approved minutes for meeting on May 25th, 2022
- Main Points
  - Discussed student confirmed student involvement for GenCyber
    - Vincent, Emily, Jordan, Alec (all days except Friday), Drew (Ezekiel session), Zaryn (first three days), AB (?), Clara (helping as volunteer), Jared (working with HR)
  - Nate and Zaryn have experience with Raspberry Pi
  - Shifting focus to GenCyber
    - Organizing students
    - Testing modules (Dr. Ezekiel)
  - Discussed:
    - Zaryn
      - Can provide remote logistical support for testbed progress; can also join in person
    - Dr. Wu
      - Getting updates from Franklin and Alecia on papers
    - Emily
      - Updated progress made with testbed on Thursday
        - Components tested
        - Headers soldered to Arduino boards
        - Working on scheduling next meetup
  - Tasks:
    - Dr. Ezekiel
      - Will reach out to Malcolm and/or Megan for GenCyber
      - Assign students to GenCyber sessions tonight
      - Get updates from Nate and Jino, meet with Nate, Jino, and Emily
    - All students working GenCyber
      - Get familiar with camp content of sessions
    - Emily
      - Scan over GenCyber D2L
      - Continue working with Nathan
    - Dr. Farag, Dr. Ezekiel, Dr. Wu
• Send material to George and Wendy for Jeopardy/Puzzles

• Adjournment at 12:50
• Next meeting will be held on Monday, June 20th at 10:00 am.